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Before reaching for the spanners
there is a bit of background
information regarding the

differences in revisions of the mr2 turbo
that owner’s or potential car buyer
needs to understand, as these govern a
different tuning approach from the
previous or later revisions.

The main differences in engine and
performance came in the following years

Which Revison?

The revision 1-2 turbo cars featured a
twin scroll turbo called the CT26, which
was designed for fast spool up over top
end power. This was coupled with a
variable flow intake system called TVIS
which allows the ECU to alter the
engines VE’s (volumetric efficiencies,)
which in turn affects port velocities.
This was achieved by using an eight

1989-1993 Revision 1-2 - 220bhp

1993 + Revision 3+ - 245bhp

Before you begin
modding...

Before you start any modification program it’sessential that the car is running at its best. It’srecommended that a full service is carried out on thecar with an oil change and new filter, also areplacement fuel filter is advised. On electrical andignition front, with the assumption that these partshave been on the car for the last 10 years, a new setof Toyota Ignition leads, distributor cap and rotor armis recommended for an efficient burn of air/fuelmixture. 
Toyota ignition leads are recommended over othersas the Toyota brand Ignition leads are very reliable,offer good lead to head sealing and recent testsoverseas showed them to be one of the leaders interms of conductivity compared against other brandsof performance ignition leads. Rotor arms are astandard replacement but a copper contact distributorcap is a good upgrade as these can be removed,cleaned then replaced on the car when doing usualservices over having to re-buy new. 

All of these are cheap upgrades compared to theirnormal Toyota or OEM replacement cost. Spark plugscan be left as they are for now as a colder gradereplacement will be needed for reliability in the firststages of tuning which will be covered in next sectionof Tune 2.

The MR2 Turbo is a car with a lot of potential. Understated as standard but with some subtle tuning
to the suspension/brakes and engine can be transformed into a complete animal giving the super
cars of this world a run for there money. 
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runner intake manifold (two runners
per cylinder) with a set of butterfly’s
in every second runner giving the
ability to close one runner to each
cylinder which would increase the
port velocities to give greater low
down torque. Then at a mid rpm
point, the butterflys in the second
runner of each cylinder would open
improving mass air flow for peak
power. 

The revision 1-2 mr2’s also used
an AFM type air metering device to
calculate fuelling which can become
a restriction to flow and power once
past a certain point compared to the
MAT (manifold absolute temperature)
and MAP (manifold absolute
pressure) sensor arrangement used
for air/fuel calculation on the later
years of MR2. 

They also had none-metal crush
type head gaskets, which has been
seen to fail as low as the 280bhp
mark. This is less of a concern if the
engine is serviced and maintained
well, as a lot of these failures are
down to general wear/fatigue or un-
serviced engines over an inability to
survive the increased pressures.
Although it should be noted they
aren’t as strong as the metal crush
type head gaskets used on the later
revisions. 

The revision 1-2 MR2s came with
a lower threshold fuel cut than the
later years, which was triggered at
13psi compared to the 18-19psi of
the rev 3+ cars. Fuel Cut is a safety
device which once boost pressure
has passed a preset level (13psi on
the rev 1-2) fuel is cut to the
cylinders preventing the engine
revving any further and boost
increasing. 

Some of the first steps of tuning
are increasing the boost pressure,
which will trigger this ECU safety
feature; 

A simple device called a FCD (Fuel
Cut Defender) is used to raise this
ECU safety device without removing

it. As standard boost is 11psi where
FC is 13psi, tuned mr2’s are tuning
boost levels of 15psi so to keep the
same safety net the FCD can be set
at 17psi. There will be more on Fuel
cut and safe boost levels in the next
section of Tune 2.

The Rev 3 Turbo

The later mr2 turbo’s called the
Rev 3+ came with a slightly
larger/higher flowing turbo as
standard called the CT20b which
was also a twin scroll design in
attempts to keep spool up as low as
possible. This new turbo
arrangement came with a higher
boost level as standard running
13psi compared to the 11psi of the
previous revisions. There were also
changes within the head including
the removal of the TVIS system for a
more conventual 4 Runner intake
manifold. A more aggressive inlet
cam was used with a 240 degree
duration over the revision 1-2 238
degree cam, where the exhaust cam
duration was kept the same. 

As described above regarding Fuel
cut, the Rev 3+ cars also have a
Fuel Cut safety device although set
at a high level of 18-19psi standard.
At higher levels of tune you may
surpass this level, but this presents
a problem as these cars using
mat/map sensors to calculate
air/fuel ratios which were previously
an advantage, also meaning a simple
fuel cut defender can’t be used,
although I will go into more detail in
later sections. 

Limited Slip Differential

The rev 3+ cars also came with
LSD (Limited Slip Differential) as
standard for better grip where as
this was an optional extra with the
earlier cars. One of the main
downfalls of the later revision mr2’s
is the increased rules regarding
emissions and regulations which
lead to a different approach during
upgrading and tuning the engine.

Till death us     
‘2’ part... By Matt Beeson

TRIPS to Asda on Saturday afternoons, visits to see the
dreaded mother-in-law and constant reassurances that her
bum doesn't look big.

That's the life for one poor MR2.

Nights out are a thing of the past and cruising with his mates is
long gone.

After proposing to his Mk One girlfriend they are now 'Mr and
Mrs 2.' The pair have been living together for years in their
owner's garage in New Zealand.

Lesley and Rex McLeod are behind the mad idea.

They were sitting in their kitchen one day when Lesley turned to
her husband and said: "Look at them they're so in love."

"You'll be wanting to get them married next," replied Rex,
jokingly.

"What a perfect idea!" she replied, and a lifetime of happiness
was born.

The big day was a real occasion. The bride wore a gown, carried
a bouquet of flowers and guests threw confetti to celebrate their
‘marriage.’

Naturally the bridesmaid and the best man were MR2’s.

Lesley was quick to reassure us she’s not crazy. “Some people
thought we were mad but I didn’t mind,” Lesley tells us.

“I’m the kind of person who likes to see people happy and there
were lots of smiles at the wedding.”

The big day took place on September 11, with good reason.
Lesley explains, “We chose that day because it holds sad
memories for people around the world after the attacks on New
York. I thought if it brought a smile to a few people’s faces it
was well worth it.”

They tied crepe paper on the trees of the driveway to make the
aisle, when it was time to read the vows, ‘Mr and Mrs 2’ tooted
their horns to say ‘I do.’ 

Around 100 guests attended and they cheered the happy couple
as they drove off into the sunset.

“We couldn’t have asked for a better day,” says Lesley. “It was a
match made in motoring heaven.”

They are an unusual couple as the bride is six years older than
the groom. This didn’t put the 1991 Mk Two off though – his 21-
year-old girlfriend looks pretty tidy when she’s been polished.

Please email us with your MR2 related questions to
andyb@mr2only.com and we will ask Tim at TB
developments or any of our other specialists, and
print both the question and answer in the next issue
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